
Sunshine Letter Boxing Trail 
These letterboxes are setup to do in sequential order. Depending upon your group, finding all 8 boxes will take 
about an hour. The total letterboxing trip is about 1 mile. After finding a letterbox, make sure the lid of the 
container is snapped tightly and re-hide it as well as you originally found it.  
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Letter Box Clues Stamps 

#1 
To start, go across parking lot, to the 
beginning of access road, on right go 
to woods and Dark Hollow Trail #3. 
Walk up steps, enjoy ferns on your 
right, past the trees with toes and 
across second bridge. On the right do 
you see a large tree stump? Do you 
see rocks on top? Two rocks may 
guard a surprise. 
 

 

#2 
Continue up the trail-Are you tired? 
Don’t you like our cabinettes? The one 
the color of summer leaves might 
contain something fun. Remember you 
can’t go inside but all good trees start 
with a strong foundation!  
 

 

#3 
Walk back to the post #5, turn to 
follow Loop Trail to your right towards 
the No Motor Vehicles sign. Keep 
walking as you head down the hill. The 
pines whispered to the trees to 
“timber” the twins listened now their 
stumps hide a secret. 

 



#4 
As you come to the bottom of the hill 
you can hear our creek. The sign post 
#6 is on your right. Before turning left 
check out our last trail blaze on this 
part of the trail. 
 

 

#5 
Continue on the Loop Trail. Walking 
next to the creek-turn up toward the 
hill. Look for a tree whose roots are 
very exposed. It holds another secret. 
 

 

#6 
After you past the neighbor’s house 
the trail opens up some. Just past this 
there is a patch of thin evergreens, you 
will find our treasure close by. 
 

 

#7 
Continue up the trail-bear left in the 
field -the Electric Power has not just 
energy for light but the secret for you 
to find.  
 

 

#8 
Continue down Loop Trail toward Dark 
Hollow Unit-past the short evergreen 
trees. Find the split trees for a great 
surprise. 
 

 

 

Congratulations you are done. You may continue back down the Dark Hollow Trail 
back to the parking lot or take the gravel road past the Archery Range and to the 
parking lot. 


